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ABSTRACT
Various types of artifacts (requirements, source code, test cases, documents, etc.) are produced throughout the lifecycle of a software. These artifacts are often related with each other via traceability links that are stored in modern application lifecycle management repositories. Throughout the lifecycle of a software, various types of changes can arise in any one of these artifacts. It is important to review such changes to minimize their potential negative impacts. To maximize benefits of the review process, the reviewer(s) should be chosen appropriately.

In this study, we reformulate the reviewer suggestion problem using software artifact traceability graphs. We introduce a novel approach, named RSTrace, to automatically recommend reviewers that are best suited based on their familiarity with a given artifact. The proposed approach, in theory, could be applied to all types of artifacts. For the purpose of this study, we focused on the source code artifact and conducted an experiment on finding the appropriate code reviewer(s). We initially tested RSTrace on an open source project and achieved top-3 recall of 0.85 with an MRR (mean reciprocal ranking) of 0.73. In a further empirical evaluation of 37 open source projects, we confirmed that the proposed reviewer recommendation approach yields promising top-k and MRR scores on the average compared to the existing reviewer recommendation approaches.
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• Software and its engineering → Software maintenance tools; Collaboration in software development.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Due to its nature, through the lifecycle of a software, many different kinds of changes occur to the software. These changes might have intended consequences such as successfully adding new functionality or modifying the existing functionality. However, in some cases, the changes have unintended consequences such as introducing a new bug while fixing another; thus, these changes need to be carefully reviewed. To maximize benefits of a review, the reviewer(s) should be chosen appropriately. However, choosing the right reviewer(s) might not be a trivial task, especially in large projects. Automatically suggesting appropriate reviewers have two main benefits: (1) reducing overall review time by automatically assigning reviewers [22] (2) increasing the review quality and thus reducing the potential errors related to the reviewed artifact.

To find the most appropriate reviewer for reviewing an artifact, we mine the information stored in software artifact traceability graphs. In a typical software project, various types of artifacts (requirements, source code, test cases, documents, risks, etc.) are produced throughout the lifecycle. These artifacts are not independent from each other and are often interlinked with each other via so-called traceability links. These artifacts and their traceability link information are typically stored in modern application lifecycle management (ALM) tools [23]. With the increased popularity of DevOps and Agile methodologies, and explosion of ALM tools usage [9], it is relatively easier to access this traceability information.

Previously, we reported our initial experience with a reviewer recommendation algorithm in [21]. In this study, we extend our previous work and introduce RSTrace for reviewer suggestion using software artifact traceability graphs. We address two research questions in this study:

RQ1: How does the accuracy of RSTrace compare to state-of-the-art reviewer suggestion approaches?
RQ2: How does the performance of RSTrace vary according to data availability?

To show the applicability of our approach, we conducted an initial experiment on an open-source project, Qt 3D Studio. This experiment was used to calibrate our approach. We have further evaluated our approach on 37 more open source projects. We confirm that our proposed reviewer recommendation approach obtains promising average top-1, top-3, top-5 accuracy and MRR scores than existing reviewer recommendation approaches.

In the next section, we describe background information related to graph analysis and reviewer suggestion. In Section 3, we formulate the reviewer suggestion problem using software artifact traceability links and provide details related to our approach. The practical tool support for RSTrace that is integrated with GitHub is explained in Section 4. In Section 5, to calibrate our approach,
were proposed to determine which developers should be assigned
to fix a bug [2] [1] [15]. Researchers also propose techniques to
suggest expert developers to contribute to an open source project
and discuss the results. Finally, Section 7 presents our concluding
remarks.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In the following subsections, we provide background information
related to use of graph analysis in different software engineering
problems, and the reviewer suggestion problem.

2.1 Graph Analysis

Graphs are useful for analyzing connected and relational data. Graph
analysis is often supported with interactive visualization in
many fields from security to computer and social networks. For
instance, Hegeman and Busup systematically identify the applica-
tions of graph analysis in different industries [5]. Use case areas
consist of many engineering disciplines and social sciences. Soft-
ware engineering is no exception. Zimmermann and Nagappan
use network measures like eigenvector and degree centrality to
predict defects [31]. Zhang et al. apply social network analysis on
developers and create a communication network between develop-
ners [30]. Similarly, Yang uses social network metrics to find the most
important contributor in an open source software project [27] by
using centrality metrics such as degree, betweenness and closeness.
In this study, we define a new metric based on graph analysis to
calculate the best possible reviewer for a given artifact.

2.2 Reviewer Suggestion

Reviewer recommendation is one of the application areas of expert
recommendation in software engineering. Reviewer recommenda-
tion could be in the form of code reviewer assignment, bug assign-
ment and contributor recommendation. Many different methods
were proposed to determine which developers should be assigned
to fix a bug [2] [1] [15]. Researchers also propose techniques to
suggest expert developers to contribute to an open source project
by analyzing their past projects and technology stack [18].

In this study we mainly focus on automated code reviewer as-
signment problem. Code review, a known best practice, is an impor-
tant process in software development to improve software quality
and reduce defects. Formal inspection of code change can be time
consuming and labor intensive. Modern code review, on the other
hand, is a lightweight approach to code review, which is usually
informal and supported by tools. It is widely adopted by industrial
companies [20] [14] and open source projects on GitHub.

Popular projects usually get lots of pull requests. Thus, manually
assigning those requests to a core member for review can be time
consuming. Thongtanunam et al. finds that when code-reviewers
are assigned manually, approval process takes around 12 more days
compared to automatic assignments [22]. Reviewer assignment may
not be straightforward for all reviews, especially in large projects. In
such large projects, many developers may be qualified for a review,
but it is essential to find the most qualified one for a thorough review.
This may be tedious and time consuming. Therefore, automatic
reviewer assignment can potentially reduce workload of developers
and overall time of software development.

In the literature, there are many studies that propose different
approaches to find suitable reviewers for a given changeset. Lee
et al. introduced a graph-based approach to find reviewers in OSS
projects [11], where they create a graph that connects only develop-
ners and source code files. In this study, in addition to developer and
source code files, we include all other types of software artifacts
provided that the data exists. Balachandran creates a tool called
Review Bot that analyzes the change history of lines [3]. Thong-
tanunam et al. proposes a reviewer recommendation technique
based on file path similarity [22]. Jiang et al. use support vector
machines to find an appropriate core member in OSS projects [7].
In another study, Jeong et al. propose a method to suggest reviewers
based on Bayesian Networks [6]. Yu et al. propose an approach
by combining comment networks with traditional approaches to
find suitable developers for pull-requests in GitHub projects [28].
Cheng et al. propose a method called RevRec to recommend review-
ers [26]. Rahman et al. predict code reviewers by considering
cross-project technology experience of developers [18]. Zanjani et
al. presented an approach called cHRev to recommend reviewers
by using previous review success of possible reviewers [29]. Xia
et al. combine neighborhood methods and latent factor models to
find the most suitable reviewer [25]. Xia et al. extend file path simi-
larity method with text mining and developed an approach called
TIE [24]. Kagdi et al. recommend developers for change requests
with the help of feature location techniques [8]. Finally, Ouvi et al.
present a search-based approach using genetic algorithms [16].

Although many different types of algorithms exist to recommend
appropriate reviewer for a given changeset, there is a limited set of
practical tool-support to apply these algorithms in practice. Most
successful example of tool support is the mention-bot, developed by
Facebook as a GitHub bot, to identify potential reviewers of a pull
request¹. The main idea behind mention-bot is analyzing modified
lines and finding a person that last touched those lines with the
help of blame command of Git. Peng et al. investigate the developer
experience of mention-bot and find that the bot is useful however
the tool is archived and not maintained anymore [17].

Many approaches consider change set and/or review history to
recommend an appropriate reviewer. Different from the others, in
this study, we create a model which also considers other software
artifacts such as issues, design documents and test cases. This model
requires the entire traceability data from the target project.

3 RSTRACE

A typical software development scenario is shown in Figure 1.
Software artifacts, team members and relations between them are
represented in this figure. In this scenario, software artifacts may
include requirements, design diagrams, use case diagrams, changesets,
source code files, code reviews, test cases, bugs, builds or releases.
The relations could be tests, includes, reviews, commits, etc. Team
members, on the other hand, may include requirements engineers,
designers, developers, reviewers or testers.

In the example scenario that is described in Figure 1, require-
ments engineer talks to the customer first and composes Require-
ment #1. Design engineer draws Class diagram #2 according to the
requirements. Developer implements that diagram by manipulating

¹https://github.com/facebookarchive/mention-bot
source code files A.java, B.java and C.java. Then, the developer commits those files as Changeset #102. A review is done on the changeset named Code review #4. To check if Requirement #1 is satisfied, Test case #6 is prepared. When the changeset passes Test case #6, automated build system is run and build results are ready as Build #7 and the software is released as version 1.1.2

However, a customer finds a bug related to Requirement #1 and it is recorded to bug tracking system as Bug #123 by test engineer, who also composes a new test case, Test case #7, to check if the bug is really fixed. To illustrate the complexity of a software artifact traceability graph, we provided a mirror of the described scenario on the right side of Figure 1.

With the help of a such a software artifact trabeability graph, we can visually inspect a reviewed artifact and come up with a metric that we proposed to recommend appropriate reviewers.

3.1 Visual Representation of the Reviewed Artifact

Given the example scenario described in the previous subsection, one can visualize the reviewed artifact and its neighbors. Software artifacts (e.g. requirement and changeset) and team members are the nodes; edges represent the traceability relations such as commits, includes and reviews. For example, in Figure 2, a developer commits a changeset, a changeset includes source code files and it is reviewed by another developer. Software artifacts graph allows developers to view how well an artifact is connected. Developers can select an artifact and analyze its impact by viewing the neighbors, while it is also possible to analyze the whole graph and infer some non-trivial information such as clusters.

Figure 2 represents the first-degree and second-degree neighbors of an example changeset. Changeset #100 has two incoming and three outgoing edges. A developer can further see the second-degree neighbors of an artifact by navigating along the graph. In the scenario described in Figure 2, both developer and reviewer can examine the potential impacts of a code change. This kind of a visualization augments the change in such a way that the developer can visually analyze the impact.

3.2 Finding the Appropriate Reviewer

In this study, we utilize the software artifacts graph to recommend a reviewer for a changeset. For that purpose, we define a new metric called know-about which intends to measure the knowledge of a developer about a source code file. It is calculated by counting all distinct paths between the developer and the source code file in the associated software artifacts graph, then summing inverse of path lengths. Thus, each developer has a know-about score for each file in the project. The formula for calculating the know-about score for a given artifact is as follows:

\[ KA_{\text{Developer} - \text{Artifact}} = \sum_{i} \frac{1}{\text{Length}(\text{Path}_i(\text{Developer} - \text{Artifact}))} \]
To find an appropriate reviewer for a changeset, know-about scores for each file in the changeset is summed for each team member. The developer who has the highest score excluding the developer herself is identified as the most appropriate reviewer for that changeset.

4 GITHUB BOT FOR RSTRACE

To make our algorithm usable by developers in practice for the open-source community and industry, we also implemented a GitHub bot for RSTRace, similar to mention-bot developed by Facebook. In the following sub-sections, we provide a typical workflow of a code review in GitHub, how RSTraceBot is integrated in this workflow, and the architecture of RSTraceBot.

4.1 Workflow of Code Review in GitHub

We describe a workflow of the approach of our bot integrated in a typical pull-request (PR) workflow of GitHub in Figure 4. Firstly, a developer commits some code and creates a new pull request. Then, RSTraceBot analyzes the pull request and recommends reviewers by mentioning suggested reviewers as a comment below pull request. A collaborator assigns reviewers based on the suggestion of RSTraceBot. Here our approach is non-invasive in a sense that we are only suggesting the collaborator the most appropriate reviewer names based on the RSTRace algorithm, it is the decision of collaborator to use this result or continue with the manual selection. Reviewer may approve the change or may require additional commits. When the review process is done, the pull request is either merged or not. Finally, the pull request is closed and RSTraceBot sends a survey link (to get the opinions of developers about the quality of the reviewer recommendation) below pull request. We
provide a sample screenshot from GitHub in Figure 5. The suggested number of recommended reviewers is configurable. In this example, after a pull-request is initiated, RSTraceBot recommends three reviewers.

### 4.2 Bot Architecture

In Figure 6, we illustrate the RSTraceBot architecture. RSTraceBot consists of five modules.

**GitHub webhooks handler:** Controls the communication between GitHub and the rest of RSTrace tool. When a new event happens at GitHub, it redirects the event details to database updater module. If the event is pull_request.opened, it also redirects the details to recommendation engine. Then, it writes a comment below pull request based on the response of recommendation engine.

**Recommendation engine:** Recommendation algorithm (RSTrace) is in this module. It gets the details of a pull request from webhooks handler, generates a recommended reviewers list and then sends the list back to webhooks handler to be written as a comment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artifact type</th>
<th># of artifacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commit</td>
<td>942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Files</td>
<td>4151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>5757</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Database:** Stores the history of a repository in a Neo4j graph database. Recommendation engine computes the suggested reviewers by sending queries here.

**Initial import handler:** When a new repository starts using RSTrace, this module fetches the history of the project and imports it to the database.

**Database updater:** This module is responsible for updating the database after new events. For example, a new commit, issue or pull request is added to database by database updater module.

### 5 EXPERIMENT - QT 3D STUDIO

#### 5.1 About the Dataset

We performed an initial experiment on Qt 3D Studio, an open source software project developed by The Qt Company. Commit history², issue tracking system³ and code review system⁴ are open to the public. We picked Qt 3D Studio, because it is open-source and has multiple different datasets (commit history, review history and issue history) which is inline with our methodology. In this project, Git, Jira, and Gerrit are respectively used for commit history, issue tracking and code review. We fetched the data from the servers by GrimorieLab [4] and cleaned up the data. The number of different types of artifacts are shown in Table 1. This data set was made available for other researchers at Figshare⁵.

Git history contains 942 commits of 4151 files between 06/10/2017 and 06/07/2018 from 36 different developers. Each of the commits were associated with a code review. After getting the data, we parsed the commit id, date, author, modified files, reviewers and related issues. Git history also includes traceability data between commit-issue and commit-reviewer in commit message section. An example commit message is given below:

```
Commit messages were parsed to create traceability links between commits, issues and reviewers. The data included a total number of 628 issues. Since the data had some inconsistency for non-Latin characters in developer names, we cleaned it up by mapping to Latin ones (e.g. à to a). Also, in some commits, developer
```

2http://code.qt.io/cgit/qt3dstudio/qt3dstudio.git/
3https://bugreports.qt.io/projects/QT3DS/issues
4https://codereview.qt-project.org/#/admin/projects/qt3dstudio/qt3dstudio
5https://figshare.com/s/27a35b89a4e7284e1a2c
We used Neo4j graph database to store software artifacts and their AS KnowAboutScore

```
MATCH (a:Developer)-[r*]->(b:File)
WHERE b.id IN {fileNames}
RETURN a.id, LENGTH(r), b.id, SUM(1.0/LENGTH(r))
AS KnowAboutScore
```

`fileNames` indicate the modified files in a given changeset and this query returns a table that shows the know-about score of each developer for each file if it is not zero (i.e. there is at least one path between the developer and the file). Then, we sort the scores in a descending order to create an ordered recommended reviewers list.

While parsing the change history one by one, we first calculate know-about scores at that moment in the graph, recommend reviewers and then add nodes and relations to the graph. The final graph contains 5757 nodes and 17658 edges. Detailed breakdown of link types is given in Table 2. In this table, we have 686 instances of implements relation, 14377 instances of includes relation, and 1653 instances of reviews relation. The fact that the number of reviews relations is higher than the number of commits relations indicates that for some of the commits, there are multiple reviewers.

### 5.3 Visual Representation of the Impact

For a given reviewed artifact, it is important to manually inspect the possible impacted artifacts via visualization to observe its possible effects. With our approach, given an artifact it is possible to visualize the neighbors and possibly neighbors of neighbors in an iterative manner.

Figure 7 shows an example screenshot from an artifact graph database. Artifacts are colored by their category. Purple means developer, green means commit, red means file and pink means issue. The relations are marked with labels on edges. For each artifact, corresponding artifact id is written in the node, but it is abbreviated if it is too long. For example, `src/Authoring/Studio/UI/StudioAppPrefsPage.cpp` is a source code file that is at the center of Figure 7. It was modified by two commits before (starting with `21afa` and `49e31`). These two commits also have other neighbors such as other files modified by the commit. The author and the reviewers are also neighbors of the commit. Additionally, the issues that are implemented by the commits are shown in Figure 7. Such a visual representation allows a developer to see how the artifacts are directly and indirectly connected together and gives the ability to interactively assess the potential impacts to other artifacts.

### 5.4 Validation

To validate the accuracy of RSTrace recommendations, we use popular metrics in the literature [29] [22] [10]: Top-k Accuracy and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR).

The result of top-k accuracy is a percentage describing how many code reviewers were correctly recommended within top-k reviewers of the result list.

```
Top − k accuracy = \frac{1}{|R|} \sum_r isCorrect(r, k)
```

where: R is a set of reviews, isCorrect(r, k) is a function returning 1 if at least one code reviewer recommended within top k reviewers approved review r, and 0 otherwise.

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is a value describing an average position of actual code reviewer in the list returned by recommendation algorithm.

```
MRR = \frac{1}{|R|} \sum_r \frac{1}{position(recommendedList(r), actualReviewer(r))}
```

where: R is a set of reviews, recommendedList(r) is a function returning a sorted list of code reviewers recommended for review r, and position(r, l) is a function returning the rank of the code reviewer who approved review r in a sorted list l.

The maximum score of MRR is 1 if the actual reviewer is in the first position of recommended reviewers list. If the actual reviewer is not in the list, the score is 0. If more than one actual reviewer is in the list, we choose the highest MRR score. Then, overall MRR score for a project is the average of MRR scores for every review recommendation.

For the Qt 3D Studio scenario, we run RSTrace for the commits and calculate top-1, top-3, top-5 and MRR metrics. For each commit, we create a list of recommend reviewers according to historical data. If the first candidate in the recommended reviewers list is one of the actual reviewers, it is marked as true in top-1 metric. If one of the first three candidate reviewers is in the actual reviewers list, we mark it as true in top-3 metric. In some cases, a reviewer cannot be recommended due to lack of historical data for a given changeset. Therefore, they are marked as not applicable (NA) in top-k metrics. The resulting top-1, top-3, top-5 scores are shown in Table 3. The numbers represent the correctly recommended reviewers within top-k reviewers of the result list. The MRR score was calculated as 0.73 for this dataset.

### 6 DISCUSSION

As we have discussed in the related work section, many reviewer recommendation approaches exist in the literature. To get a more refined comparison, we provide a detailed comparison of these approaches in Table 4. The criteria used in this comparison are explained below.
Algorithm/Metric Used: The different approaches proposed so far use many different types of algorithms and metrics used such as Bayesian networks [6], genetic algorithms [16], text mining [24] and support vector machines [7]. In our study, we use a metric that we have introduced called know-about to come up with best possible reviewer for a given artifact.

Open source: Indicates if the algorithm is provided as open-source or not. This attribute is essential for replicability of the algorithm.

Tool Support: Indicates if there is any tool support for practical use in practice. This attribute is important for practical usage by practitioners.

Artifact Type: Indicates the support for different types of artifacts for reviewer suggestion.

In addition to this comparison, different than the other studies, RSTrace also supports visualization of the reviewed artifact as described in Section 3.1. This would augment the developer and reviewer when analyzing the impacts of a code change.

6.1 Results

As detailed in the previous section, many reviewer suggestion approaches were proposed in the past. In this subsection, results from these approaches will be discussed and compared with RSTrace.
Table 4: Comparison with Other Code Reviewer Suggestion Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Algorithm / Metric Used</th>
<th>Open Source</th>
<th>Tool Support</th>
<th>Artifact Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RevFinder [22]</td>
<td>File path similarity</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct [18]</td>
<td>Developer experience</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RevRec [26]</td>
<td>Hybrid of information retrieval and file location</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeong et al. [6]</td>
<td>Bayesian network</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cHRev [29]</td>
<td>Expertise model</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSTrace</td>
<td>Know-about metric</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We further evaluated RSTrace in 37 different open-source projects hosted on GitHub. Here we get comparable results with Naive-Bayes algorithm and RevFinder even when only considering commit history and reviewer history data.

RQ2: How does the performance of RSTrace vary according to data availability?

Approach: Since our approach works by analyzing historical data, it is possible to get less accurate results for earlier predictions. To address RQ2, we performed an experiment with Qt 3D Studio data. In this study, we execute RSTrace for every review in chronological order to obtain the lists for recommended code-reviewers. We calculate the cumulative top-k (k=1,3,5) accuracy and MRR scores per commit.

Results: We plot Figure 10 that illustrates how average top-5 score changes by time. At the end of 942 commits, it reaches 0.86. After around the first 100 commits, top-5 score achieves 0.70, and by commit 466 top-5 score reaches 0.8.

The results show that accuracy of our approach stabilizes after a certain number of initial commits. So, in earlier stages of a project, RSTrace will not work as desired. In regard to data availability, different than the majority of the reviewer recommendation approaches, where the dataset requirement is limited to either commit history or review history, RSTrace accuracy relies on the existence of multiple different types of datasets (issue history, requirement history, build history etc.) This could be considered as a disadvantage if there are not enough datasets available.

6.3 Limitations of the Approach

Below, we discuss the limitations of our approach according to the guidelines provided in Runeson et al. [19].

Construct validity: Threats to construct validity relate to the extent to which operationalizations of a construct measure a construct as defined by a theory [19]. In our study, the main threats to construct validity are related to the suitability of our evaluation metrics. We used top-k accuracy and MRR for empirical evaluation, which are widely used metrics in the relevant literature [22] [18] [12]. Top-k accuracy and MRR metrics measure how close the set of recommended reviewers are to the actual set reviewers. Ground truth for these metrics is the set of actual reviewers. An important caveat with this assumption is the fact that the actual
Reviewer Recommendation using Software Artifact Traceability Graphs

Figure 9: Top-5 and MRR scores of 37 projects hosted on GitHub when RSTrace is applied

Figure 10: Commit number vs average top-5 score

set of reviewer(s) for a given commit are not necessarily the best possible reviewer(s) for the given commit. Note, however, that this applies to all other approaches in the literature.

Internal validity: Threats to internal validity are related to experimental errors and biases [19]. In this study, the main internal validity threats are related with the data collection process and implementation. To mitigate this threat, we provide source code of our implementation of both RSTrace and RSTraceBot at Figshare.

With regards to data collection, we used three sets of data. We initially used Qt 3D Studio data to calibrate RSTrace. We made this dataset available for other researchers as well.

In the earlier phases of the project, where a relatively few numbers of artifacts exists, the quality of the reviewer recommendation accuracy will be lower. The existing reviewer recommendation approaches also have similar limitations.

Another source of limitation is related to the number of repositories used to populate the artifacts traceability graph. Our approach is even more reliable when there are multiple types of sources of data (such as commit history, reviewer recommendation history, issue database and requirements database). The higher the number of repositories, the more complete the artifacts traceability graph will become. In Qt 3D Studio, we used three repositories (commit history, issue database and reviewer history). Our approach will potentially have higher accuracy when additional repositories exist.

With the recent increased usage of DevOps tools [9], finding the variety of different datasets required by RSTrace should not be a major problem. Although the data was carefully cleaned in the repositories, there might still be a number of errors. One example of this is, in some cases the name of the authors and reviews can be represented in different formats. We have found and corrected these types of issues. However, there might be other types of similar issues.

External validity: Threats to external validity are concerned with the generalizability of our study [19]. We initially calibrated our approach using Qt 3D Studio data. We further evaluated our approach on 37 open source projects. The result of the study may not be generalized to other open source projects or commercial projects. To mitigate this issue, we prioritized evaluating our approach on a large number of projects. Other than the threats to validity, there are also few known limitations of RSTrace. For instance, in our approach, we do not consider the details of an artifact. For example, for a given commit, we do not use the number or location of lines added/removed/modified. Similarly, issues have priority information which were not utilized. We plan to address this as future work by adding weights to edges in the associated graph.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we propose a novel approach, RSTrace, that utilizes the traceability graphs of software artifacts to suggest a reviewer for a given change in an artifact. We introduce a new metric called know-about which measures the knowledge of a developer about an artifact by analyzing the paths from an artifact to a person in a traceability graph of artifacts. In order to evaluate RSTrace, we perform an initial experiment on Qt 3D Studio that includes 943 commits, 5757 nodes and 17658 relations. The results show that RSTrace correctly recommended 85% of reviews for top-3 recommendation. RSTrace recommends the correct code-reviewers with an MRR score of 0.73. To compare our results with other recommendation approaches, we implemented the Naive-Bayes algorithm that is described at [12] in Qt 3D Studio dataset. Our approach has an

7https://figshare.com/s/27a3b4ae70269481a2c
improvement of 49% for top-1, 15.67% for top-2, and 8.59% for top-3 respectively. RSTrace also has a 28% improvement in MRR scores compared to the baseline. We further ran RSTrace on 37 different open-source projects hosted on GitHub. Since these datasets only have their change history and reviewer history data available, the MRR scores were much lower compared to Qt 3D Studio, where we were able to reach an MRR score of 0.73. Still yet, even with limited datasets, we have compatible MRR scores (0.61) with the previous studies to make our study replicable. Although the initial results follow:

- We can visualize the affected artifacts of an artifact in question and assess the potential impacts of changing the reviewed artifact.
- We provide tool support for RSTrace (RSTraceBot) which integrates our algorithm into GitHub ecosystem and make the toolset publicly available for practitioners.
- Different from other code reviewer recommendation approaches, RSTrace is not limited to recommending reviewers for only source code artifacts and can potentially be used for other types of artifacts.

We publicly share our datasets that we used to validate our study and make our study replicable. Although the initial results look promising, we still need to test RSTrace in larger data sets and industrial systems to analyze how effectively and practically RSTrace can help developers in suggesting code-reviewers. In the future, we also plan to use RSTraceBot for industrial case studies.
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